EP-560™ Ltd. Inversion Table
The EP-560 Ltd. is the most popular model in the Teeter ComforTrak Series with optional accessories to modify your
inversion experience for whatever stretch your body is craving. Whether you’re in the mood for a relaxing shiatsu-style
massage, or needing to focus traction on your lower back, the EP-560 Ltd. has all the right accessories for your target
areas. This inversion table is built with superior components including pressure-reducing, specialty-foam ankle supports, a
patented track-style bed and heat-treated, heavy gauge steel materials.
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Unique or Added Value Features
Ergo-Embrace™ Ankle Supports

Stretch Assist™ Handles

Specialized foam cups distribute weight
comfortably around the foot and heel for
a relaxing and secure user experience.
Ankle Comfort dial rotates up or down for
a customized fit.

Provide assistance and enhanced stretching
options for the user, and features inversion
angle guide for reference.

Grip-and-Stretch™ Handholds

Better Back™ Accessories

Handholds in the bed and steel frame
serve as manual traction points to
enhance decompression and realignment.

Acupressure Nodes in four height options
provide variable intensity pressure-point
relief. Lumbar Bridge provides support and
deeper decompression of the lower back.
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Comfortrak™ Bed
Smooth, easy-to-clean surface reduces friction to
optimize decompression and comfortably flexes with
the user. Innovative track design holds the most
popular Teeter Better Back accessories.
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Precision Balanced with Option for Inverted Exercises
Designed for smooth, controlled rotation with minimal
effort. Adjustable tether allows predetermined angle of
inversion. Option for secure lockout in full inversion for
advanced stretches and exercises to build core strength.
Patented Security Features
Auto-locking hinges, cam locks, specialized pivot bearings
and heat-treated steel parts ensure durability and reliability.
Stable Base & Quick-Fold Storage
The heavy-duty steel base with scratch-resistant finish
features stability feet that help protect floors. Folds easily
for storage, with no disassembly required.
Reliable, Trustworthy Performance
UL Listed Label demonstrates independent certification
to meet the toughest quality standards.

Weight Capacity

300 lb (136 kg)

Packaged Dims

48.2 x 29.7 x 6.5 in
(122.4 x 75.4 x 16.5 cm)

Packaged Weight

56.0 lb (25.5 kg)

Item / UPC

E61006 / 759265030030

Value Added

Getting Started DVD w/ 5 Healthy
Back Routines, Glossy Owner's Manual

Warranty

5-Year
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